
Bangladesh: Three decades of service
and sacrifice in UN peacekeeping

2 February 2018 – United Nations peacekeepers come from diverse cultures and
speak different languages, but share a common purpose: the protection of
vulnerable communities and the provision of support to countries struggling
to move from conflict to peace.

Bangladesh is one of the largest contributors to UN peacekeeping operations.
The South Asian nation first deployed uniformed personnel to serve with the
Organization in 1988 when they were deployed to help monitor the armistice
between Iran and Iraq. Over the past three decades, the contributions of
these brave men and women in the countries in which they serve have been
immense.

As of December 2017, there were 7,246 Bangladeshi troops and police personnel
in 10 missions around the world. Bangladeshi peacekeepers work in various
roles – some provide protection, others heal and design roads – but all serve
under the blue flag to support the governments and peoples of the countries
in which they serve.

Below is a snapshot of where Bangladeshi peacekeepers work and what they do.
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In Haiti, an all-female Bangladeshi Formed Police Unit served with the UN
mission, known as MINUSTAH, from 2015 until October 2017, when the mission
completed its work. Pictured, the contingent at its departure ceremony. The
160-strong contingent focused on reconstruction efforts after the deadly
earthquake in 2010.
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UN peacekeepers from Bangladesh work in some of the world’s hotspots,
including the Central African Republic, the Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DRC), and the Darfur region of Sudan. Above, peacekeepers on patrol in
Bunia, Ituri Province, DRC. At least 132 Bangladeshi peacekeepers have made
the ultimate sacrifice in the service of peace.

In the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Bangladeshi troops regularly
patrol villages to ensure security. Above, a patrol commander from the
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Bangladeshi battalion meets with the chief of ADA village, in the Ituri
Province of eastern DRC, during a routine security patrol. Bangladesh is
currently the second-largest troop-contributing country to UN peacekeeping.

Members of the Bangladeshi contingents play different roles in UN
peacekeeping missions around the world. Pictured, a UN peacekeeper from
Bangladesh provides free medical consultations to residents of a community in
the Central African Republic.

In 2017, Bangladesh sent two female combat pilots to the UN mission in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUSCO) – Flight Lieutenant Nayma Haque
and Flight Lieutenant Tamanna-E-Lutfi.

Bangladeshi engineers serving with the UN mission in South Sudan are leading
efforts to improve a 78-kilometre stretch of road between Gumbo and Mangalla,
on the artery between Juba and Bor. The road connects local communities,
allowing them to more easily bring goods to the market.


